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history in public radio, deep knowledge of classical music, and the trust of the Classical KING audience and staff. He is excited about working with our announcers to keep our programming fresh.

Instead of hiring an office manager, we are outsourcing some of our financial workload. Having only two people carrying the load of administration, finance, and human resources for our organization was risky and unsustainable. We’re working with the Public Media Company (https://www.publicmedia.co/), so we have a larger staff and more expertise handling finance for our organization at a cost lower than that of a full-time staff position.

Instead of hiring another Director of Operations, we added Terrill McKinney, our new Director of Information Technology, to our team. Our broadcast equipment is all computer-based, and we need robust IT expertise to keep donor data safe, and ensure our technological infrastructure operates without a glitch 24/7.

While considerable change was happening behind the scenes, our focus was always on ensuring none of the internal changes were apparent to you and our other donors and listeners. Fortunately, we have dedicated staff willing to work even harder than usual to fill gaps left by vacancies while handling their regular duties. Because of them and you, Classical KING had another great year, as you will see when you turn the pages of this report.

With gratitude for your support,

Brenda Barnes, CEO

Classical KING FM 98.1

Thank you for your generous support this year. We can’t say that loudly enough or often enough because none of the work we do would be possible without you.

In this report, you’ll read about the great work our staff has done this year during a time of transition. Two long-term staff members (Office Manager Noah Dretske and Director of Operations Rachelle Haley) made shifts in their careers with our full support and encouragement after a decade or more of dedication to the station.

Our Chief Development Officer Blandine van de Velde relocated to Boston due to a wonderful career opportunity for her husband. We are thrilled she is now Director of Individual Giving for the Boston Symphony. Finally, Blaine Shepherd, who did a wonderful job for the past two years as Chief Content Officer, decided she wanted to shift to half-time work and focus on corporate and nonprofit sponsorships. We love Blaine and were happy to have an opportunity to create a position that works well for her and us.

Departures also provide the opportunity to bring new kinds of expertise into the organization, and we took full advantage. We welcomed Barbara Dolby as Chief Development Officer and promoted Dave Beck to Chief Content Officer. Barbara comes to us with 25 years of development experience, most recently at Seattle University. She will focus on building an even stronger major donor program for the organization. Dave has a long history in public radio, deep knowledge of classical music, and the trust of the Classical KING audience and staff. He is excited about working with our announcers to keep our programming fresh.
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I join Brenda in thanking our staff for their dedication and magnificent work this year. We are so fortunate to have Brenda’s inclusive leadership of staff and implementation of our strategic plan. I have the honor of leading one of the best boards I have ever encountered, and our board members have worked equally hard to support the organization and advance the strategic plan.

We established an ongoing Strategic Planning Committee to monitor the organization’s progress towards its ambitious goal of diversifying our audience and developed an initial set of metrics to guide us. We welcomed Dr. Quinton Morris as Artist-Scholar in Residence and listened with pride to his first Unmute the Voices program. We participated in diversity training and added four additional positions to the board to ensure we have more diverse perspectives governing the organization. As I write, the board is engaged in analyzing the Classical KING brand to develop a new logo, website, and app that we will unveil in a few months.

Every member of our board is a financial supporter of the organization. We have exceptional attendance at every board meeting, and every board member is engaged, leaning in to support and advise our CEO. We have a wonderful and productive partnership between the board and staff that galvanizes the organization.

In between COVID variants, we squeezed in a holiday celebration for staff and board members who enjoyed spending time together in person for the first time in two years. It was a magical evening because we all value being a part of a great organization, Classical KING, and how it is moving forward in exciting ways.

Thank you so much for being a critical member of our team and for your steadfast support. One of the things I love most about Classical KING is that anyone, anytime and anywhere can listen to KING FM for free. Please know that everyone on the board is grateful for your support.

With deepest gratitude,

James R. Duncan
President
Board of Directors of Classical KING

Thanks to your support, Classical KING is in a solid financial position. Although our underwriting/program sponsorship funding is still down significantly from pre-pandemic levels, relief funding from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and increased listener support have filled the gap. It is truly your support that has kept Classical KING strong in the past year.

Prior to 2020, Classical KING had no reserve funding or endowment funding. We have stewarded our resources carefully, and we now have an operating reserve and a board-designated reserve we could tap in the event of an emergency. We also have a strategic five-year financial plan to support the work ahead. Classical KING is operating in accordance with best practices in the nonprofit field.

2021 was another difficult year for the entire arts industry, and Classical KING must remain strong to help our performing arts partners recover from a devastating two years. Your support has kept us financially sound and in a position to help the entire sector.

From the Board President

2021 Financial Overview

2021 REVENUE: $5,112,986

- Listener Support: $4,290,050
- Community Service Grants: $568,133
- Underwriting: $134,945
- Investment & other income: $119,858

2021 EXPENSES: $4,179,850

- Programming, production & broadcasting: $2,533,440
- Listener Support: $1,115,858
- Administration: $425,051
- Underwriting: $105,501

84% 11% 5%
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Dave Beck Stepping in as Classical KING’s New Chief Content Officer

With 36 years of public radio under his belt, awards for on-air interviews, and numerous accolades for his cellist skills, we were beyond excited to have midday host Dave Beck transition into an even larger role as Chief Content Officer. It has been a thrill to watch Dave use his decades of experience to take on a management role off-air, helping to grow Classical KING’s programming since stepping into this new position in winter 2021.

Welcome Back Lisa Bergman with The Classical Dinner Hour

After joining the Classical KING family as the host of the station’s Explore Music series in 2012, Lisa Bergman took time off beginning in 2020, officially returning to the station with her new program, The Classical Dinner Hour in the winter of 2021. Lisa’s history as an accomplished musician, as well as her varied musical and radio background makes her the perfect host for your evening playlist. Join Lisa every weekday from 6-7pm for The Classical Dinner Hour.

Bach’s Lunch Revamp with Ted Askew

What’s new in the world of Johann Sebastian is the focus of the newly revamped Bach’s Lunch featuring host Ted Askew. The relaunch of this long-running feature offers expanded insights into Bach’s life and music. With new recordings and special surveys of the composer’s amazingly prolific catalog, Bach’s Lunch continues to delight listeners with sacred masterworks, solo instrumental suites, and favorites like the Brandenburg Concertos. Take a seat at the Bach’s Lunch table weekdays at noon.

Broadcast Concerts and Northwest Focus LIVE are Back!

After a two-year hiatus, live performance made a comeback on Classical KING in the winter of 2022. As our performing arts partners returned to the stage, we resumed our five-decade tradition of live broadcasts from the Winter and Summer Festivals of the Seattle Chamber Music Society. Dave Beck hosted the Winter Festival concerts, and Peter Newman was back in the booth at Nordstrom Recital Hall for four weeks of performances at the Seattle Chamber Music Society Summer Festival.

Our Seattle Symphony concert broadcasts, captured live at Benaroya Hall, returned to Friday evenings. This long-standing Classical KING/SSO collaboration featured numerous performances conducted by women and people of color. We were delighted to feature guest-conductor Jonathan Heyward, newly appointed music director of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and one of the most exciting conductors on the international scene. Other highlights include broadcasts of world premiere performances by SSO Composer-in-Residence Reena Esmail and the annual SSO Celebrate Asia Concert. For opera fans, we were at McCaw Hall to capture and present the return of live Seattle Opera performances for airing on Saturday mornings.

Our in-studio performance program, Northwest Focus LIVE, returned with an appearance by Classical KING’s beloved announcer and in-house pianist, Lisa Bergman. Surrounded by a rapt audience hanging on her every story and note, Lisa treated listeners to brilliant playing and a warm and witty musical conversation with Classical KING’s Sean MacLean.
The Young Artist Awards (YAA) competition returned for its tenth season beginning April 2022. A joint project with the Seattle Chamber Music Society, YAA celebrates the outstanding young musical talent in our region. Video submissions of classical instrumentalists and vocalists between the ages of 6 and 20 were shown to a panel of world-class judges who chose the finalists. With the help of listener votes, the grand-prize winners in each of the two age categories were chosen, each of whom received a cash prize from BECU and the opportunity to perform on NW Focus LIVE.

Classical KING, VuHaus, and NPR Live Sessions
Beginning in the summer of 2021 we embarked on an exciting partnership with VuHaus and NPR Live Sessions. Live Sessions allows you to enjoy live music from the comfort of your own home. Classical KING is proud to be one of the first few classical stations to share performance videos on this platform, curating a new "Seattle Classical" page to give local artists a national stage.

Celebrating 65 Years of St. Mark's Compline Choir
October 2021 marked a milestone for one of our region's oldest and most beloved musical traditions. We joined in celebrating the 65th anniversary of the Compline Choir's Sunday-night services at Seattle's St. Mark's Cathedral. This Seattle choral tradition was founded by Peter Hallock and has been broadcast weekly on Classical KING since the 1960s. To celebrate the 65th Anniversary, we opened our October 17, 2021, broadcast with a look behind the scenes as compline singer Thomas Adams walked us through the sights, sounds, and spirit of the Compline Service.

Music in Our Schools Month
In March 2022 Classical KING helped celebrate Music in Our Schools Month with a NW Focus LIVE broadcast featuring four high school students and their music teachers. They spoke about their experiences in music education – especially amid the exceptional challenges of the past two years – and the students played pieces of the music they have worked on in class.

Understanding that music is a critical part of a balanced education, we teamed up with Music4Life for a special Instrument Drive in July 2021. With a call to action online and on-air we asked musicians and music enthusiasts alike to help inspire the next generation of young music lovers by donating an instrument they no longer use to public schools in our communities.

In 2022, Classical KING welcomed its first Seattle Arts Fellow, Myah Rose Paden. Classical KING joins Seattle Opera, Seattle Symphony, and Pacific Northwest Ballet in offering this year-long fellowship to future arts leaders who identify as Black, Indigenous, or a Person of Color (BIPOC). Offered in partnership with Seattle University, the fellowship is an essential component of our effort to add diverse voices to our programming (Find our full diversity statement online at www.king.org.) Fellows will explore the importance of human-centered storytelling, develop essential classical music research skills, and learn to create and produce longer-form programs. Regular leadership development opportunities round out the fellowship program.

Myah Rose Paden is a classical vocalist and arts advocate from Columbus, Georgia. While in graduate school at the University of Michigan, Myah was the co-coordinator for the development of the on-line course Black Performance as Social Protest. Myah is also an accomplished performer who has sung several chamber and mainstage operatic roles with the U-M Opera and Choral Choir.

Myah received her Bachelor of Music in Vocal Performance from the University of Georgia. In spring 2022, she graduated from the University of Michigan with a Masters in Vocal Performance. We are thrilled that Myah relocated to Seattle in July 2022 to join Classical KING as our inaugural fellow.
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I’m Dr. Quinton Morris, and I am honored to be part of the team at Classical KING as the station’s first Artist-Scholar in Residence! Before joining Classical KING, I spent my life and career in classical music. As a professional violinist and educator, I’m the violin professor at Seattle University and I run a non-profit violin and viola studio called Key to Change. As a native of Renton, I founded Key to Change to provide world-class music instruction for underserved students, specifically students of color, in South King County. This year, Key to Change is celebrating its fifth year of removing barriers to entry for underserved students of classical music!

As Classical KING’s Artist-Scholar in Residence, I am the creator and host of Unmute The Voices, a monthly program that highlights and celebrates classical composers and performers of color. Over the past year on Unmute The Voices, we’ve celebrated Juneteenth and Black History Month, spotlighted women of color in classical music, met young people of color who form a vibrant part of the next generation of classical musicians, and even recorded a show with musicians from the Cincinnati Symphony. Unmute The Voices airs on Classical KING on the 3rd Saturday of each month at 3:00pm.

In addition to Unmute The Voices radio show, I also host the Unmute The Voices video interview series on YouTube, where I chat with other classical artists of color and arts advocates who are passionate about classical music and share their stories of survival and triumph. One of my recent personal highlights was interviewing Classical KING CEO Brenda Barnes. It was great learning more about her vision for Classical KING and getting to know her personally. It’s an illuminating interview where we discuss ways organizations can improve equity and Brenda shares her personal journey toward a better understanding of racial justice. It’s truly a fantastic interview – please check it out on the Unmute The Voices YouTube page.

We continue our journey of exploring diverse voices in classical music from centuries past to music being created today. In addition to our monthly program Unmute the Voices, we strive to make sure every part of our broadcast day includes composers and musicians of color, as well as an increased presence of women composers. This includes relatively well-known names such as Clara Schumann, William Grant Still, Fanny Mendelssohn, Joseph Bologne (Chevalier de Saint-Georges), and Florence Price. But we also have been bringing to the airwaves music by composers that have largely been forgotten, such as Francis Johnson, Thomas Wiggins, Dana Suesse, Elisabeth Jacquet de la Guerre, Isabella Leonarda and Louise Farrenc. We’ve also put our focus on names with a local connection like William Chapman Nyaho, Gluckeche Yancey, Marion Bauer and Barbara Harbach. We hope you’ll continue to enjoy exploring these diverse voices with us on Classical KING.
We are pleased to celebrate those who made a leadership level commitment to Classical KING, either through a gift to our annual fund or special programs, or as a deferred gift through their estate plans from January 1, 2021, through December 31, 2021.

For more information or to arrange giving, please contact Deborah Baker at debb@king.org or (206) 691-2961.

Thank you.
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Mission, Vision & Values

Our Mission
Classical KING will actively grow, diversify, and enrich the love of classical music in our community.

Our Vision
Expand our diverse community of listeners, performers, and supporters who understand and benefit from the powerful impact of classical music and the arts in our region.

Our Values
• Classical music should be accessible to all
• The arts are a critical component of every vibrant city
• K-12 arts education is necessary to develop creativity, innovation, and lifelong appreciation of the arts
• Fiscally-responsible planning is necessary to achieve our vision

Contact
Main Line: (206) 691-2981 | www.king.org.com
Brenda Barnes, Chief Executive Officer
Rina Romero, Chief Operating Officer
Barbara Dolby, Chief Development Officer
Dave Beck, Chief Content Officer
Blaine Shepherd, Director of Underwriting and Sponsorships